
Ineltro Electronics GmbH has been active on the European 
market since 1968 and it is one of the largest, privately held 
companies in the distribution sector.  Its job is to provide a 
platform where the customers and manufacturers can meet.

  Business deals are made by people with people.

Wh  hoo e ?
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OUR COSTUMER

We support our 
customers during the 

product development, 
the purchasing, 

the logistics processes.

MANUFACTURERS

 We support 
them in the process of 

marketing, the „design in“ 
work and also the 

distribution of products.

CONSULTANCY

Ineltro offers comprehensive support during 
product development. Our sales and product 
managers with several years of experience 
in their product areas will focus on your specific 
technical needs. They will advise you on all 
products in our delivery program. This starts at 
the design in with the examination of all possible 
solutions, the selection of appropriate 
components up to the transition into mass 
production. 

We share our knowledge with you.

    Order & 
Supply to the 
  customers

    Understand 
     & Evaluate 
    the projects

     Summarize
    the solutions

    Discuss & 
Agree on terms

Ineltro o�ers comprehensive support during the product development.

We share our knowledge with you.

OUR EMPLOYEES

The interaction 
with one another is always 

humane and fair 
because only in a 

climate of mutual trust is 
there freedom for excellence.

OUR OWNERS

Business is ultimately 
always done by people 
with people, so people 

are always the top 
priority, as customers, 

suppliers and employees. 

What we offer?
Active, passive, electro-mechanical and system components from leading manufacturers 
guarantee the best coverage for your needs. In addition to  high-quality product range, 
we also attach  great importance to long-term partnership. This allows us to gain additional 
experience far beyond the pure product datasheet facts. It is an essential part of our 
service to provide our accumulated experience and market knowledge also to the 
customers. Our well-established team copes with all tasks regarding all customers’ 
needs with profound understandings, professionalism and skills.

SYSTEMS

SEMICONDUCTORS PASSIVE COMPONENTS

E-MECH COMPONENTS EMBEDDED

SENSORS OPTOELECTRONIC

Ineltro o�ers a variety of service that can change at the same speed of the market requirements as well as 
acting to the customer’s decision process. 

Ineltro offers tailor made solutions for its   supplier.

Logistics Solutions

CRM Systems handling

Access to our supplier´s CRM software, 
with we are able to speci�cally focus 

on customer´s needs.

EDI connections to 
suppliers and cutomers

An in-house IT makes the processes 
easier, faster and more reliable.

Just-in-time deliveries

It aimed primarily at reducing 
�ow times within production system

as well as response times.

Continous replenischment
(CRP)

Capacity requirements planning (CRP)
Filling the stocks without direct inquiry.

SRM Systems handling

Access to our customer´s SRM software
Track the demand on each products

and reack immediatelly.

Vendor Inventory 
Management (VMI)

We take full responsibility for 
maintaining an agreed inventory.

Labeling

Ineltro o�ers its customers customized
labeling and barcode solution.

Environmentally 
friendly packaging

 Recycling the packaging 
materials. Waste management. 

Safety Stock

Adequate safety stock levels permit 
our business operations to proceed 

according to our plans.

Data code tracking

Working with the leading logistics
providers to ensure that the products 

reach you on time &in perfect condition 

POWER SUPPLIES

PARTNER PROGRAM

Consignment Stock

The rist and rewards regarding to the
said stock remains with the world´s

leading logistics providers. 
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